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Mrs. Howard, Room by Room is the follow-up to Phoebe Howardâ€™s critically acclaimed Joy of

Decorating and takes readers even deeper into the design process, revealing the seemingly small

but essential tips and tricks that will help them imbue their own homes with Mrs. Howardâ€™s

celebrated Southern style and taste. The book is divided by room, with chapters addressing living

rooms and libraries, bathrooms and kitchens, bedrooms, childrenâ€™s rooms, and even outdoor

spaces. Images of the most gorgeous examples of rooms are chosen from more than 12

spectacular homes in locations as diverse as New York City, Nashville, and Atlanta. Mrs. Howard,

Room byRoom is sure to capture the hearts of her many fans and will inspire new readers with

Southern charm and design ideas.Â 
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In my 25+ years in the design field, I've known only a select few truly talented designers - the ones

that just have that natural affinity for beauty, proportion, balance and good lighting. Phoebe Howard

is one of those few, and this second book venture really shows her diversity and depth. Every room

and vignette is perfection. I am honored to share her passion and excitement for every new client

and project - she is someone who truly love what she does! It's a must read!

While I enjoyed her first book, Joy Of Decorating in 2012; her latest Room By Room has surpassed.

A great coffee tableread and look, her use of color schemes separates her from colleagues Andrea



Fanning, Timothy Wheaton, and BarbaraWestbrook. Unlike her first book, Mrs. Howard ventures

into the outdoor living space and the results are fabulous! Makesme want to kick back with some

peach tea or mint - julep and await her next literary treat!

Oh happy day!!!! Ever since the Joy of Decorating hit the stands I've been waiting for Phoebe to

come out with another. Room by Room is refreshing, timeless, and classic. It is so nice to be able to

flip through a decorating book and love every single page. It seems so many decorators these days

are trying too hard to be "different." Phoebe stands true to her aesthetic and continuously keeps it

pretty.

Phoebe's first book, The Joy of Decorating, is one of my favorite design books (I highly recommend

that one too!), so I was anxiously awaiting the release of this book. As expected, Phoebe does not

disappoint! I really have enjoyed perusing through Room by Room. I love the way she has is divided

by rooms with ideas, tips and inspiration for each area. A great one to read cover to cover!

Every room is like an empty canvas. Phoebe Howards' second book, "Room by Room," inspires the

artist/decorator inside of all of us to paint our own masterpiece. Pure Southern charm and absolute

elegance, Phoebe. Bravo!

Such a gorgeous book! A nice mix of classic Phoebe Howard style with lots of modern touches

thrown in. Really beautiful--will definitely be buying this for friends!

Very basic interior design without much personality. It's good for someone who is just learning about

interior design. The rooms shown were more "display" vs. insightful tips on creating a warm and

welcoming living space.

Amazing! Phoebe Howard's second book is truly inspirational! I would live in every single room

showcased in this book. Room by Room is the perfect companion to her first book, The Joy of

Decorating.
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